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1
DETAILED MAPS
In SFig. 1a) and b) the conductance GLB(VLT, VRB) and GLR(VLT, VRB) are given, respec-
tively. The conductance for L to B is higher than L to T in the p-n regime. This can
result from more trajectories from L to B than L to R, which have close to perpendicular
incidence at the p-n interface. Another reason can be negative refraction, which also bends
to trajectories towards the bottom contact.
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Supporting Figure 1. a, GLB(VLT, VRB), when the current is injected from the L contact. b,
GLR(VLT, VRB).
In SFig. 1a) and b) the conductance GLT(VLT, VRB) and GLB+LR(VLT, VRB) are given,
respectively at 50 mT. Similarly, SFig. 1c) and d) shows the conductance maps at 100 mT.
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Supporting Figure 2. a, GLT(VLT, VRB) at 50mT. b, GLB+LR(VLT, VRB) at 50mT. c, GLT(VLT, VRB)
at 100mT. d, GLB+LR(VLT, VRB) at 100mT.
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